Vietnam Clinic

Military Outpatient Hospital 17 Renovation
Da Nang City, Hai Chau District
$118,830 – Handover June 2011
Chuong Duong Construction
QA by New Horizons
Vietnam School
8 Classrooms, 2 teacher rooms & restrooms

Cua Tung Primary School
Vinh Linh District, Quang Tri Province
$352,750 – Handover Sept. 2011
Choung Doung Construction
QA by New Horizons

Dedication
Vietnam School
8 Classrooms, 2 teacher rooms & restrooms

Bao Son Primary School
Luc Nam District, Bac Giang Province
$378,620 - Handover September 2011
AAC Architect Consultant Engineering & Construction., JSC
QA thru New Horizons